




















9 10 A.  No.  I know I met him twice, but I'm assuming I met 
him
11    three times before 19 September.  If I can -- I don't
12    want to interrupt your flow, but I cannot believe he
13    came with anything more than the bare outline of
14    accusation against Waller to the first meeting.  I can't
15    believe he came with bank statements.  Because --
16    I don't know, I'm just trying to make logical sense of
17    it, you know.  There is -- since I've written this, I've
18    really, really scratched my head.  I cannot name a date
19    when I met him, but it is possible a third time before
20    the 19th.
21 Q.  It may not matter to get this absolutely precisely
22    pinned down.  It is just, if you can, it is helpful, but
23    if you can't, I don't think it really matters?
24 A.  I sadly can't.
25 Q.  No.  It is a long time ago now.  It's extraordinary.  If

10 1    it hadn't been for all the documents you've kept, you
2    wouldn't be able to give as much information as you are
3    able to give.
4        So you had this meeting.  You think he showed you
5    these statements, what, possibly on 14 September?
6 A.  Well, do you know, I've really scratched my head on this
7    a lot.  I just don't know.  I'm just putting forward
8    a possibility, and I don't remember this, but it seems
9    possible that he may have shown me the bank statements
10    relating to Waller on 2 September when I was leaving
11    Heathrow, and the reason I hadn't thought that was
12    possible was because I always travelled with my camera
13    crew, and I thought -- you know, I certainly made no
14    arrangement to meet him at Heathrow, but I'm piecing --
15    it is probably not at all helpful to piece together
16    a hypothesis, but it is possible that he doorstepped me
17    in Heathrow before I left for Argentina.  Although
18    I really think I would remember that.
19        The reason I thought it wasn't possible was because
20    I had been with my camera crew and it would have been
21    a very bold move for him to have tackled me in front of
22    three witnesses with faked statements, but I've checked
23    with them all in the last week, and my producer is



















note that these 
reference “bank 
statements which 
wrongly purported 
to show that two 
senior courtiers 
were being paid by 
the security services 
for information on 
[the Princess of 
Wales]”.  I enclose a 
copy of the BBC 
article from which I 
have taken that 
quote dated 4 March 
2021 with this note. 
This suggests that it 
is alleged statements 
showing payments 
to Mr Jephson and 
Mr Aylard, rather 
than to Mr Waller, 
that were the subject 
of the complaint. 

3. There is nothing 
in any of the notes 
that Earl Spencer 
had produced that 
indicates that I had 
shown him such a 
bank statement. 

4. There was never, 
during the 1996 
inquiry, any 
mention of any 
other bank 
statements than 
those in Mr Waller’s 
name, as far as I am 
aware. 



5. It has not been 
made clear to me 
when it is alleged 
that I showed Earl 
Spencer these 
statements. 

6. Earl Spencer’s 
recollection of 
events from this 
time at best 
inaccurate (see my 
comments in 
relation to issue 8, 
the 19 September 
1995 notes, below).

7. As I understand it 
there has been no 
suggestion from Mr 
Wiessler that he 
mocked up more 
statements than the 
ones in Mr Waller’s 
name at my request 
(pages 1230u – z) 
and the documents 
he appears to have 
provided to the 
Daily Mail are the 
Waller bank 
statements which 
appear in the bundle 
at pages 43e, f and 
g.  I do not 
understand whether 
Earl Spencer alleges 
I asked another 
graphic designer to 
mock-up a different 
bank statement? 



8. Where would I
have obtained Mr 
Jephson or Mr 
Aylard’s bank 
details from?  My 
comments about the 
lack of resources 
available to me to 
illegally obtain Mr 
Waller’s bank 
details apply equally 
to this matter. 

9. The suggestion 
that a bank 
statement would 
show payments 
from security 
services sounds 
absurd to me – how 
would a bank 
statement show 
that?  Would it list 
“MI6” as a payor? 

10. I have 
consistently 
acknowledged that I 
mocked-up bank 
statements in Mr 
Waller’s name. I 
refer to mine and 
Tim Gardam’s 28 
March 1996 
statements which 
reference this at 
pages 945i and 
945m(vi) and 
paragraph 12 of the 
Notes of my 
meeting with Anne 
Sloman and Tim 
Suter at page 981.





























7    of the forged document, Martin said:
8        "- It was done in a rush because he [you] didn't
9    want to leave it in Wiessler's hands longer than
10    necessary."
11 A.  Yes.
12 Q.  Then there is another paragraph, do you see that:
13        "'On previous occasions when Mark Killick ...'."
14        Then there's a short paragraph, "Why", and the
15    answer you gave was:
16        "At the time, it was just one of those things.
17    I didn't think it was a big deal."
18        Then skipping a paragraph:
19        "Why use Penfold's name?…

…

21    …I just put it down.  It was stupid'."
22        You didn't really give an explanation here -- sorry,
23    I should draw your attention importantly to the next
24    page, 1001j:
25        "To sum up on the Spencer issue:

70 1       "I have talked to Martin ... and I am satisfied ...
2        "- the graphic had no part whatsoever in gaining the
3    interview ... We also have her word in writing for
4    that."
5        The next bullet point:
6        "I have talked to Martin at length about his reasons
7    for compiling the graphic.
8        "- he has none, other than he wasn't thinking."
9        I think it is fair to say, if this is an accurate
10    record of what you said to Hall and Sloman, you didn't
11    really provide them with any explanation as to why you
12    did it?
13 A.  Did I not earlier refer to putting together a file,
14    a pile of evidence, on 1001i?:
15        "I was trying to get together a pile of evidence as
16    an addendum to my research brief ... I was trying to do
17    something I wasn't very good at."
18 Q.  You're quite right.
19 A.  So I think that would be -- forgive me for interrupting.
20 Q.  No, please do.













21    the Alan Waller thing had nothing to do with Diana.  As
22    I see it -- and obviously you're the man who is drawing
23    conclusions, but as I see it, I think Waller was a very
24    easy in to me and that I was effectively groomed for the
25    second hit.  It was always going to be the things to do

44 1    with Diana that were going to get to Diana.  I would
2    never have mentioned the Waller things to Diana.  They
3    were of no interest to her -- well, might I have
4    mentioned it over lunch?  Possibly.  But that was never
5    going to get Bashir to Diana.  It was the direct threat
6    to her that I felt I had to report.
7 Q.  When you say "never going to get Bashir to Diana", but
8    the prior question is, what led you to arrange for Diana
9    to meet Bashir?  You've explained very clearly that the
10    Jephson statements were the clincher.  But if you hadn't
11    had the Jephson statements but you'd had the Waller
12    statement --
13 A.  That wouldn't have done it.
14 Q.  -- you wouldn't have introduced her?
15 A.  Absolutely not.
16 Q.  So what part do you think the Waller statements played
17    in bringing about the interview?
18 A.  Well, they weren't irrelevant because, of course, it
19    hooked me in.  I mean, I was duped.  So that was clearly
20    their purpose.  So, yeah, when I flippantly say, "They
21    had nothing to do with it", of course they did.  It was
22    the breadcrumb towards the trapdoor.  It was a very
23    clever -- this isn't your question.  At no stage did he
24    mention the future of the constitutional monarchy to me.
25    He very cleverly came to me on my number one bugbear:

45 1    the bad behaviour of the press, which of course is
2    ironic, but that's what he came to me with.  When he had
3    hooked me in on that by showing me a bank statement
4    which seemed to prove what he was saying, then he played
5    his ace.





10    and so does Samantha Weinberg remember us coming 
around
11    as well.
12 Q.  Without going through all the details of this huge range
13    of diverse topics and ground covered, what was her
14    reaction to all of this?
15 A.  Well, I can't -- I honestly can't remember.  She didn't
16    say much.  I remember Bashir sitting there with an
17    A4-sized notebook and he sort of went through them.  So
18    I can't remember, at the time, her really -- if
19    I remember a tone, it was one of -- I don't remember her
20    contributing, really.
21 Q.  I don't suppose that she was reassured by anything that
22    she was hearing?
23 A.  No.  I'm not sure if this is relevant.  I feel that he
24    was playing battleships and seeing what hit and so how
25    he could -- I mean, I'm obviously coming from an angle

26 1    where I've seen Bashir has done terrible things, so to
2    try to make sense of what he has done, in my mind, he
3    was scattering these things widely to see where Diana
4    bit and she did bite Legge-Bourke, and the Jephson thing
5    was obviously incredibly worrying.  So I think that's
6    how he learnt to progress those theories.
7 Q.  In your statement on page 15, at the top of the page:
8        "It seemed highly improbable, as did some of his
9    wilder comments about the Queen and Prince Edward.
10        "I also felt ... that I was listening to a man who
11    was not telling the truth.  He was overexcited, but also
12    shifty."
13        That's the impression you had and you've still got
14    that impression in your mind and your memory?
15 A.  Absolutely.  That's why I consigned him to history at
16    the end of the meeting.  I felt -- I didn't know if he
17    was a liar or a fantasist, but I knew he was bad news,
18    in my opinion, and that was the end of him for me.  I
19    see, actually, I was very intrigued to see he did call
20    a couple of times afterwards, but that was the end of my
21    engagement with him, really.
22 Q.  I was going to ask you about those calls in a minute.
23    You say:
24        "The straight fact was that the things he had told







2    page 60 in the bundle.  Point 3.
3 Q.  Let's start at point 1.  Let's go through them all.
4    I want, to be absolutely fair to you, to give you every
5    opportunity to comment on all of these points?
6 A.  Very kind:
7        "4-months ago, 3 men met him -- MI6. ... escort
8    girls in Langham Hilton ..."
9        I have absolutely no idea what he's referring to.
10    It says here "commissioned Wharf (scum)".  If "Wharf" is
11    "…", he is somebody that
12    I have had dealings with and indeed have filmed with.
13    I would never refer to him as "scum", if that is what
14    this is.
15        Point 2:
16        "Aylard paid by Jonathan Dimbleby.  2 years ... 1
17    year ago, decided to attack Diana."
18        I had the great privilege of working in the same
19    department as Jonathan Dimbleby for two years.
20    Jonathan Dimbleby would never take, nor give, money.
21    The reason why this is particularly ludicrous is
22    because, as you will know, for a period of over
23    14 months, I believe is what was published,
24    Jonathan Dimbleby had access to the Princess of Wales
25    for a documentary and a 600-page book.  It simply defies

48 1    logic that I would suggest that anyone had to pay
2    Jonathan Dimbleby anything for access.
3        "MI6 taped C ... 'in endgame' -- D told Aylard what
4    she thought of him, + that she wouldn't divorce."
5        That suggests that it is the Princess of Wales who
6    is saying that.  That's not me saying it.  If I'm
7    sitting in front of the Princess of Wales, am I telling
8    her what she's told Aylard?  It doesn't make any sense.
9        I'm just trying to focus on some of the most
10    important ones.  Point 7 on page 60:
11        "Difficult relationship with William for D ..."
12        Again, this suggests that the princess herself is
13    talking about how worried she is about Tiggy, and she's
14    the only one who would have known if there was
15    a difficult relationship with her son.  How on earth
16    would I be sitting there at a meeting telling the
17    Princess of Wales about her relationship with her son?



18    It doesn't make any sense.
19 Q.  You keep saying it doesn't make any sense.  I take it
20    that, by that, you mean you did not say it?
21 A.  Well, I did not say it, absolutely.  But what I'm
22    asking, Lord Dyson, is for you to reflect on the social
23    dynamics of me sitting in a meeting with the
24    Princess of Wales and telling her about her relationship
25    with her son being difficult.  What possible logic and

49 1    evidence would I have for telling the mother of her
2    child the nature of the relationship?
3        Point 8:
4        "D: ..."
5        Again, I wonder whether he's referencing her
6    speaking there:
7        "... for past 6 months, had letters delivered ..."
8        I note from the Daily Mail that it was alleged that
9    I had suggested mail had been intercepted, but, again,
10    I look at that and it looks as though the "D:" is
11    referring to things that have been said by the
12    Princess of Wales.  How would I know about her
13    chauffeur?  I didn't know anything about any of her
14    personal details.  Then it says:
15        "Change your chauffeur."
16        Is it possible that she said this, made this
17    allegation, and I said, "Change your chauffeur", or
18    indeed Earl Spencer said, "Change your chauffeur"?
19        If you turn over to point 11 on page 61:
20        "James Goldsmith ..."
21        Again:
22        "... Jonathan Dimbleby told him 'She's had it'."
23        Annabel Goldsmith was a very close friend of
24    the Princess of Wales.  She went to her house in Ham
25    regularly.  She's much more likely to know what

50 1    James Goldsmith thinks than I ever could.  I had no
2    connection with James Goldsmith in my life.
3        Again, I have to ask you, Lord Dyson, if I said
4    that, would it not be fairly straightforward for the
5    Princess of Wales to ring up Annabel Goldsmith and say,
6    "You won't believe this, but this chap, this journalist



7    I've never met before, has told me that your husband has
8    had a meeting with Jonathan Dimbleby and told him,
9    'She's had it'".  I mean, what an appalling thing to say
10    and allege, fairly dramatic, but very easy to resolve as
11    to whether it was true.
12        You go on.  Point 10 -- sorry.
13 Q.  You skipped over point 9.  Do you want to say anything
14    about point 9?  About "Bugs on car"?
15 A.  Again, "3 lines at KP bugged; mail read ..."
16        Again, imagine the situation, Lord Dyson.  I'm
17    talking to the woman who lives in the property.  If
18    this, or anything like this, were true, it could be
19    resolved immediately.  It could be checked immediately.
20        I take you to the next page, 61, points 14 and 15:
21        "D's stepped up engagements.  Off to Chiracs ...
22        "VJ day: D asked.  PC stopped it, tried to stop it,
23    + failed."
24        How on earth would I be telling the
25    Princess of Wales details like this when it's clearly –

51 1    I'm telling her what she's done in relation to the
2    Chiracs?  I'm telling her about VJ Day, that she asked
3    PC, presumably Prince Charles, "tried to stop it, +
4    failed".  I go on.  Point 17 -- sorry, forgive me:
5        "Aylard terrified of Tiggy -- she's very powerful."
6        How would I have any access to a woman who is
7    employed by the Prince of Wales to care for his children
8    and have access to a conversation which, excuse me, I'm
9    reporting from the Prince of Wales's private secretary
10    to his nanny?  That sounds like the sort of thing the
11    Princess of Wales believed, that she was powerful
12    somewhat.
13        Point 19 -- sorry, I just need to go back.
14        20:
15        "D finished with Soames in March.  She trying to
16    reconvene with Nicholas S."
17        I'm assuming that may be Sir Nicholas Soames.
18    Again, surely she would know about her own
19    relationships.  How would I be telling her about her
20    relationships with her girlfriends?  It doesn't make
21    sense.
22        Again, I take you to point 20 -- sorry, point 19:



23        "Fergie gone to US for huge deal today.  Andrew
24    looks after her."
25        This is an individual that the Princess of Wales is

52 1    related to and is a close friend of.  Does that sound as
2    if she's telling us this or I'm saying this in the
3    meeting:
4        "For a huge deal."
5        What huge deal:
6        "Andrew looks after her."
7        This sounds as if the Princess of Wales is speaking.
8    Then there is this reference here:
9        "Edward has AIDS?"
10        Again, it's being alleged that I'm sitting in my
11    first meeting with the Princess of Wales and her brother
12    and I'm making an allegation about a serious, chronic,
13    potentially fatal, illness that may have afflicted her
14    brother -- her brother-in-law.  If I were to say that,
15    surely one would accept, if I was the originator of that
16    idea, it would be very easy to check the provenance of
17    that claim.  (Clicks fingers) Just like that.  It would
18    make me look ridiculous and a complete and utter
19    fantasist and the relationship with the princess would
20    never have taken off if I was exposed as that kind of
21    fool.  I take you to number 28 --
22 Q.  Are you saying that you just don't think that any of
23    this was said by anybody at this meeting?
24 A.  I'm saying, Lord Dyson, that I cannot possibly have said
25    the things that are being attributed to me because they

53 1    are so utterly outlandish and so easy to check that, had
2    I said any of these things, the Princess of Wales could
3    have rung Buckingham Palace and said, "Has Prince 
Edward
4    contracted HIV?"  In other places, it is quite clear
5    that she is talking about her friends -- the Soames,
6    Fergie.  Again, if I may -- and I think this will help
7    you.  If you go to 63, at point 28:
8        "... £20,000 on clothes.  Fergie told D."
9        It is being alleged that I am telling the
10    Princess of Wales what her sister-in-law, the Duchess of



11    York, Sarah Ferguson, has told her.  What possible basis
12    would there be for me saying that?
13        If you move on to point 32:
14        "Graham Harding, Fergie's contact, has swept Ken
15    Palace recently.  Can't do telephone lines.  Didn't do
16    it thoroughly."
17        If I may ask you, Lord Dyson, how could I possibly
18    know if this had happened?  This sounds like something
19    that the Princess of Wales is talking about, that
20    Graham Harding, Fergie's contact, she has commissioned
21    to come into Kensington Palace and sweep it, he can't do
22    the telephone lines, but he's done it thoroughly.
23    Again, how is it possible that I'm alleged to have said
24    this.  This is why I say, Lord Dyson, the newspaper
25    report was so outrageous, because what it did was, it

54 1    relied upon what appears to be a contemporaneous note
2    without actually reading what the note says.  It is
3    alleging that I have said these things, but they are
4    ludicrous.
5        Why would I -- in so many categories, why would I be
6    saying to the princess what she knows to be the case in
7    relation to friendship groups, Sarah Ferguson, and so
8    on?
9        It is interesting to me, and if you go to page 63,
10    there is an area which appears to be boxed off, and,
11    again, we have here, "Bhatia" -- this obsession that
12    Earl Spencer has with Shekhar Bhatia:
13        "... no action -- but number of interactions with
14    BBC.
15        "Tried to get job on 'Public Eye' ... editor
16    said ... corrupt.  Legal department ... will take one
17    year."
18        It looks as though that may be the only thing that
19    I said at the meeting, because, when you take everything
20    else that has been written here, it is -- I mean, let me
21    take you also, if I may, to page -- point 23 on page 62
22    of your evidence bundle.  It says:
23        "... bleeping Swatch."
24        In the Daily Mail newspaper, it was alleged that
25    I had said that Prince William had been given a watch



55 1    that was somehow a device.  Well, if I'm sitting in
2    a meeting making an allegation that the princess's son
3    has a Swatch which is in some way being used for bugging
4    purposes, would it not strike you as perfectly obvious
5    that all she would need to do is go and see her son, ask
6    him for the watch and I would be immediately discredited
7    as an idiot and a fool and somebody not to be trusted?
8        24:
9        "3 days to get [turn] with William, after he goes
10    back to D."
11        Again, how can I possibly know about the familial
12    arrangements of children for two parents who have
13    separated?  I'm sorry, but this document is, I think,
14    a collation of material -- I do not know where or who
15    has said everything, but it is very hard to believe that
16    this was a contemporaneous note of everything I said,
17    because it would be -- I'm not the cleverest person in
18    the world, but I'm quite sure you would agree that
19    anybody making specific allegations about personal
20    relationships, about ill-health, about all kinds of
21    things, all of that could be very, very easily checked
22    and dismissed.
23        One other thing I think you need to know,
24    Lord Dyson, and you may already know this, it has been
25    a matter of public comment for some time that the

56 1    Princess of Wales had a number of relationships, and
2    they included clairvoyants, mediums, mystics, various
3    other people, who provided her with support,
4    consolation, and so on.

…

21        What I'm saying to you is that, not only is this
22    document very, very difficult to accept the terms of
23    what it is alleged that I'm supposed to have said, but
24    it is perfectly possible that some of the material in
25    here are things that she had garnered and she had said

57 1    and, as I say to you, there are so many occasions in



2    here where I couldn't possibly know the details.
3        Point 11 [sic] on page 62:
4        "Julia Samuel out of the way since June.  Menzies
5    out from March -- fell out severely."
6        How would I be sitting in front of
7    the Princess of Wales telling her that she's fallen out
8    with her best friends?  The breadth of information.
9    It's just not possible.  I don't know any of these
10    people.
11 Q.  There is no doubt that an awful lot of things set out
12    here were fantastic.  I think you use the word
13    "fantasist".  The question is, whose words are they?
14    Spencer says that they came from you and that he thought
15    you were a fantasist and that your -- he thought your
16    motivation might have been to frighten Diana.  Can you
17    offer any explanation for this?  Are you saying this is
18    pure invention on the part of Spencer, or what are you
19    saying?
20 A.  I can't speculate on what Earl Spencer's thinking was.
21    All I can say to you is, if you go through this
22    document, it contains -- if it is alleged to be a record
23    of a very first meeting with the Princess of Wales, it
24    concerns things where not only on the surface does it
25    appear she's talking about her own life, her

58 1    friendships, her details, it would be -- I just don't
2    know how I am supposed to be telling the Prince of Wales
3    about her arrangements with her children or about her
4    arrangements with a security expert that she has
5    employed at Kensington Palace that was advised to her by
6    Sarah Ferguson, or how I am saying things that are so
7    outlandish, like a member of the Royal Family has
8    a serious illness, for which there is -- was no evidence
9    and which it would be possible, within a phone call, to
10    dismiss immediately.
11        What I'm saying to you is, I don't know who said
12    these things or whether they were said, but I am
13    confident that, in the vast majority of cases, I could
14    not possibly have said these things, because if I -- and
15    remember, Lord Dyson, if my motive is to ingratiate
16    myself with the Princess of Wales, would it not make
17    sense for me to say things circumspectly that could be













24    looked at Shipman.  If you recall, the BMA decided that
25    no doctor's practice could have a single partner after

13 1    Shipman, there would be two partners.  For that very
2    reason, the checking and the weight and the balance, but
3    I don't think the BMA would say it would eliminate the
4    possibility of a rogue doctor.  I think, to Tom's point,
5    it would have made it more difficult, but it wouldn't
6    have eliminated the possibility.  If a reporter was
7    determined to be rogue, I don't think a producer would
8    have been able to stop that.
9 Q.  You think he's overstating the case, do you, when he
10    says that with a story of this kind and with somebody --
11    he describes Martin as being an "untested operator".
12    I read what you are saying as you don't agree with that
13    at all?
14 A.  Tom was Panorama's lead reporter for 25 years, sir.
15    They were all untested compared to him.  Martin was not
16    an untested reporter.  He had won awards, he had broken
17    big stories, with me and with other producers and
18    things.  I think that's unfair.  Tom's point of two
19    people are the norm is fair and that two people can
20    check each other better is fair.  I think what I'm
21    saying to you, if someone was determined to be rogue,
22    I'm not sure that two people would have resolved that
23    issue.
24 Q.  So the norm you think would have been, with 
particularly
25    something of this significance and sensitivity, to have

14 1    had two people involved; is that a fair way of putting
2    it?
3 A.  Yes, it would have been more normal, sir, but this was
4    an interview, not an investigation.  To the extent -- an
5    investigation normally raises more ethical questions.
6    An interview was, basically, can we get there, will the
7    person sit down and do it?  















20 1 A.  If I had been thinking a little straighter when I wrote
2    that, I would have added the words "at the meeting".
3 Q.  Sorry, can you explain that?
4 A.  What I meant to say, and I checked my original script
5    last night, because I thought I had said it and maybe
6    the subs took it out, but I'm afraid I didn't say it.
7    I should have written, "In my view, he clearly knew all
8    about the alleged forgeries at the meeting".  I'm not
9    implying here that he clearly knew the forgeries had
10    been created.  I'm saying that he knew about the
11    allegations at the meeting we had with him.
12 Q.  Oh, I see.  I read it as he already knew, but you're not
13    saying he already knew?
14 A.  Semantically, you're correct.  He knew before we came to
15    see him, but I wish it didn't have a tiny implication
16    that he always knew about the forgeries, ergo, he must
17    have been involved in them, because nothing could be
18    further from my mind.  In other words, when we went to
19    see him, he obviously knew everything about the
20    allegations of the forgeries because he didn't ask us
21    a single question about it.  And if the situation was
22    that we were breaking news to him, he would have kept us
23    in there for an hour, asking every single question that
24    one would obviously raise.  So I regret the fact
25    I didn't add the three words "at the meeting".

21 1 Q.  Thank you for clarifying that, because I wasn't sure
2    whether you were actually saying that he was somehow
3    involved in conspiracy with Bashir.  You're not saying
4    that?
5 A.  No, absolutely not.  Absolutely not.  In fact, I have no
6    evidence -- I know very little about the crime.  My
7    speciality is the coverup.  But I would be astonished if
8    Steve knew about the forgeries.
9 Q.  This acrimonious meeting did not last very long?
10 A.  No.























22    Tim Gardam told me that he had been assured, and indeed
23    you will have read this on page 20 of his note, the
24    second complete paragraph on that page:
25        "I then rang Bashir again, but failed to get hold of

14 1    him.  However, he rung me and told me for the first time
2    that he had shown, despite his specific denials
3    on December 21st, and that morning, the graphicised
4    documents to Earl Spencer."
5 A.  Yes.
6 Q.  Tim Gardam told me that when he was told for the first
7    time, contrary to what Bashir had been previously
8    saying, that he had shown these statements to
9    Earl Spencer, that he, Tim Gardam, was absolutely
10    furious.  Let me just read to you a short passage of
11    what he said to me in his evidence I think on Tuesday of
12    this week.  He said:
13        "Answer:  ... At that moment, it was -- there's
14    a lot of particular dates, and so on, 25 years later
15    which are a bit fuzzy, but this I remember absolutely
16    crystal clear, because, you know, it was one of those
17    moments when you just go cold, and I know exactly where
18    I was standing at the time ...  I actually took a great
19    effort not -- to keep temperate, actually, because I was
20    absolutely staggered that a BBC journalist -- you know,
21    I was leaving the BBC at this stage -- could have
22    behaved like this.  It would never have occurred to me
23    that a BBC journalist would lie (a) to produce something
24    to deceive someone, and then at the same time to lie to
25    his editors and managers."

15 1        He also said to me that this news, this change of
2    position on the part of Bashir, was a terrible
3    development.  So he put it in very, very strong terms to
4    me.  I just wonder whether any of that was communicated
5    to you at the time, whether you were aware that this
6    change of story had produced this reaction in
7    Tim Gardam?
8 A.  I can't recall -- I can't confirm, as it were, Tim's
9    state of mind or his behaviour either at that phone call
10    or afterwards.  I can recall that this was a serious --









20    Tony Hall, was it?
21 A.  Yes, I presume so.  I take the first line of that
22    paragraph, that I had consulted with Tony, I had given
23    him an account and reflected on what Martin had told us,
24    and this was, therefore, our considered view.
25 Q.  It did depend, didn't it, on accepting the truth of

26 1    everything that he told you?
2 A.  It depended on accepting the truth of what he told us in
3    relation to his dealings with the princess and her
4    corroboration of it in the note that she had sent.
5 Q.  Then let's move to the next paragraph:
6        "However, it is also clear to us that the creation
7    and use of some material in the early preparation for
8    the programme was in breach of the ... guidelines on
9    straight dealing."
10        Let's just stop there.  What are you referring to
11    there?
12 A.  So the fact that, having created these documents, they
13    were then put to use by being shown to Earl Spencer.
14    That's the only use that was made of them, but it was --
15    in making any use of the documents, that was a breach of
16    the guidelines.
17 Q.  You didn't have to consider whether, by making use of
18    the documents in that way, that had somehow, maybe
19    indirectly, contributed to the securing of
20    the interview?
21 A.  I think we felt that that issue was addressed by both
22    the nature of the information contained in the
23    documents, which -- information that originated with the
24    princess, and the fact that, at the point at which those
25    documents were used, Martin Bashir had already

27 1    established an independent relationship with the
2    princess.
3 Q.  But you only knew that, or believed that, because that's
4    what he told you?
5 A.  That's right.
6 Q.  Wasn't that an unwise thing to do, given that he had
7    palpably been dishonest in a very serious way and lied
8    more than once?





6    pointed out, The Mail's specific questions.  I have to
7    say, given what was said to the press on 7 April, having
8    now seen these logs afresh, I don't know why it didn't
9    more closely resemble the 7 April log, which actually
10    explained that the BBC had investigated the mocked-up
11    documents and confirmed that they were not connected to
12    the Diana interview, which, of course, she, herself,
13    also confirmed.
14 Q.  You very frankly and fairly say that the statement did
15    not really address the questions asked at all.
16 A.  Looking at this afresh, I can see that the obvious
17    answer to who commissioned the mocked-up statements
18    would be Martin Bashir; had their authenticity been
19    called into question -- yes; and an investigation was
20    conducted by news management in December 1995.  We 
could
21    have also volunteered that they weren't shown to Diana,
22    as confirmed by her, so were not used in the interview.
23    It is clear that senior staff were informed and
24    concerned about it.
25        So, you know, with the benefit of hindsight, I can

11 1    see that this log, unlike, I believe, the log of
2    7 April, which was only a day later, did not answer
3    those questions specifically.
4 Q.  We will come on to that log in a moment.  This statement
5    was very clearly a carefully drafted statement.  This
6    was not just dashed off in a moment.  It was a product
7    of a number of people putting their heads together,
8    including no less than Tony Hall and Steve Hewlett.
9    That was presumably because it was recognised that this
10    was -- it was important to give a good answer to these
11    questions.  Would you accept that?
12 A.  I would accept that.  It was also not unusual in those
13    times to produce a general statement rather than
14    actually responding to specific questions.  That wasn't
15    an unusual thing.





9    Earl Spencer.
10 A.  I was aware from Tim Gardam's note that they may have
11    been shown to Earl Spencer.
12 Q.  Not that they may have been, but that they had been.
13    There was no doubt about that.  That's why Tim Gardam
14    was pretty angry about this, wasn't he?  We can look at
15    his statement, if you wish, the statement of 28 March.
16    I don't know if it's in the bundle.  I'll just read to
17    you from a passage in his statement.  He said, this is
18    on 23 March, and after Gardam had been told by the Mail
19    on Sunday that Spencer had been shown these documents
20    which had -- I'm reading from the transcription of
21    Tim Gardam's note made on 28 March.

26 21        So it is very clear that what Tim Gardam was saying,
22    and he recorded it at the time in the note, was that,
23    contrary to previous assurances, he had, in fact, shown
24    these documents to Spencer -- not "may have done", but
25    did?

27 1 A.  I think at the end of Tim Gardam's note, he makes
2    reference to the fact that his expectation is that
3    Tony Hall was going to look further into this matter, if
4    I remember correctly.
5 Q.  Yes.
6 A.  And I accept that Bashir had changed his story and did
7    say that.  I think the concern was, where did the truth
8    lie, at this point.
9 Q.  Are you saying to me, therefore, you accept that you
10    knew that the answer to the first of Blackhurst's
11    questions, "Had the statements been shown to
12    Earl Spencer?", you knew they had been shown to
13    Earl Spencer, but because you believed there was going
14    to be some further investigation, you didn't really want
15    to say too much because you didn't know everything that
16    there was to be known.  Is that what you're suggesting?
17 A.  That's what I believe was the case, but it's 25 years
18    on.
19 Q.  I understand that.
20 A.  Yes.
21 Q.  I really do.  But the fact is -- because you do say --



22    you did tell me a few minutes ago that, in hindsight,
23    you weren't very happy with the way in which the
24    questions in the first press log had been answered?
25 A.  That's correct.

28 1 Q.  Really, 7 April was a better effort, if you like -- my
2    words, not yours, but I think that's the gist of it.
3 A.  Yes.
4 Q.  But when we look at it and we examine it, and forgive me
5    for putting a lawyer's hat on here --
6 A.  No, not at all.  Not at all.
7 Q.  -- but I've spent a lot of my life in the law.  So you
8    were asked this very, very precise, specific question,
9    "Had the statements been shown to Earl Spencer?", and
10    you simply don't answer it?
11 A.  And all I can say in relation to that is what I said
12    a moment ago: if you ask me now whether or not I might
13    have confirmed that with new information available,
14    further confirmation, I think, possibly, from
15    Martin Bashir that he had shown the documents to
16    Earl Spencer, then the question might have been answered
17    in a different way.
18 Q.  Because, of course, at this time, you didn't know
19    whether Tony Hall was going to require a further
20    investigation to be carried out?
21 A.  No.  Only that it seemed to be Tim Gardam's
22    recommendation.
23 Q.  What, in his note?
24 A.  Yes.

31 5 MR SMITH:  The paragraph reads:
6        "However, the same day, I agreed with the MD of NCA,
7    Tony Hall, that the BBC needed to find out the entire
8    truth behind Bashir's activities, given he had misled us
9    when asked specifically about the graphicised documents
10    and appeared to have acted unethically and in breach of
11    the guidelines.  On the Monday, there was a meeting ..."
12        And then it goes over to the next page:
13        "... where it was agreed that a full enquiry would
14    be undertaken + action decided upon when the full facts



15    were known.  Given that I was leaving the BBC 3 days
16    later, this would be conducted by the managing editor of
17    weekly programmes to ensure continuity ..."
18        But then, as you pointed out earlier, right at the
19    end he says:
20        "At [the] time of writing, Tony Hall ... has not
21    determined what action he will take but will do so once
22    he has had time to study carefully what has occurred."
23 LORD DYSON:  Thank you very much…

32 21        So by the time of this press log, you knew all of
22    that.  You knew there was going to be a full enquiry.
23    You knew that it appeared, at any rate, to Tim Gardam
24    that Bashir had acted unethically and in breach of
25    the guidelines and that there needed to be a full

33 1    enquiry.  You had all that knowledge?
2 A.  I can only assume that I did.  I can't say for certain
3    that I did.
4 Q.  But I think you said that you did have Tim Gardam's note
5    of 28 March?
6 A.  I expect I would have had that note on that date, yes.
7 Q.  Just coming back to these specific questions, you accept
8    that you didn't answer, "Had the statements been shown
9    to Earl Spencer?", but I think you're saying, well, you
10    were being a bit careful, knowing that there was to be
11    a full enquiry, you didn't want to commit yourself to
12    saying anything until more was known?
13 A.  Correct.
14 Q.  The second question was, "Had the statements been
15    produced in conjunction with an earlier investigation?",
16    and you didn't answer that question either.  Was that
17    for the same reason?
18 A.  No, we wouldn't respond to questions about ongoing or
19    abandoned investigations.  That was our policy.
20 Q.  The third question was, "Had Earl Spencer been
21    questioned by the BBC?", and that wasn't answered
22    either.
23 A.  Had Earl Spencer been questioned by the BBC?
24 Q.  Yes.  In other words, I think what they were driving at
25    was, you've got Bashir's side of the story.  Of course



34 1    the press were not aware that Bashir had changed his
2    story about showing the documents to Spencer.  What they
3    were asking you about, "Well, we know what Bashir is
4    saying, but surely the BBC should have asked Spencer for
5    his side of the story?", and they were asking you
6    whether that had happened?
7 A.  I think the answer would be the same as to the previous
8    question.  In other words, this related to -- or
9    potentially related to another investigation.
10 Q.  You say, "reiterating our position from statement", and
11    you say you don't think that's a reference back to the
12    careful --
13 A.  It may be, Lord Dyson, yes.  It may be.
14 Q.  I must say, it looked to me as if it was.  But you say
15    now it may be?
16 A.  I beg your pardon.  I'm just taking another look, if
17    I may.
18 Q.  Yes, please do.  Please do.
19 A.  Yes, it probably was because there is a reference at the
20    top to "see yesterday's log", the implication being
21    that -- yes.
22 Q.  Also, I think it must have been, actually, because you
23    then refer to:
24        "Jon Ungoed-Thomas (Daily Mail) asked for BBC view
25    on the creation of the documents.  Replied it was

35 1    obviously not something we condoned and referred him
2    back to final paragraph of original statement."
3        That, I suggest, was a reference back to -- it is
4    not the final paragraph, but the statement going back to
5    the first press log, the last sentence:
6        "Their use would never have been sanctioned at
7    higher editorial level ..."
8 A.  Yes.
9 Q.  And so on.  That reference to "final paragraph of
10    original statement", is that also not a reference back
11    to yesterday's log --
12 A.  Yes, I think it is.
13 Q.  -- and the statement in quotes?
14 A.  Yes.



15 Q.  Then you will see another journalist at the very foot of
16    this one:
17        "From Simon Rahamim ... Daniel James (UK News) 
asked
18    if there had been any investigation into the use of
19    the documents."
20        "The use" as opposed to "the creation" of
21    the documents.  The answer was, "Replied as above".
22    What is "C.CINCA aware"?  What is that a reference to?
23 A.  That's me being made aware of the response that had been
24    given.
25 Q.  Oh, that's you.

36 1 A.  Controller, Communication and Information, News and
2    Current Affairs.
3 Q.  I see.  Thank you very much.  You know, because we told
4    you in the letter that Mr Smith sent to you, that
5    Nick Fielding has stated to me in his statement that the
6    statement in the first press log, the one in quotes,
7    which was referred to also in the second press log, he
8    described it as a perfect essay on evading the point and
9    denying the truth.  Would you like to comment on that?
10 A.  I think I'd reiterate that my impression is that
11    the April 6 log is a poor example of drafting by
12    committee.  It looks like a general statement that was
13    put together to describe the mocked-up bank statements
14    in response to what The Mail said it knew about them,
15    and it didn't address The Mail's specific questions.
16    I don't know why it didn't more closely resemble the log
17    of the following day.
18        If Nick Fielding's allegation is that it was
19    deliberately evasive, I don't accept that, particularly
20    given what was said in the April 7 log about having
21    investigated the matter and not condoning the creation
22    of the documents.  Also, to reiterate, it is common
23    practice to draft general statements to give an
24    organisation's position on an issue, rather than
25    addressing specific questions.

















3 Q.  Can you remember, what was your objective in having this
4    meeting?  What was the purpose of it, from your point of
5    view?
6 A.  I wanted to find out why he'd done it.  You know, we
7    knew he'd done it.  We knew, at that stage, what he'd
8    done.  But what was the point of it?  I think that was
9    where I was coming from: why did you do it; what was the
10    point of it?  His explanation was, he didn't really know
11    why he did it, it was a stupid thing to do.  And we
12    bought that.  And that was my view.  I think it's still
13    my view, quite honestly, even having thought about it as
14    much as I have over the last few weeks, that he was
15    flailing, in a way.  He couldn't cope with what he was
16    trying to do, and I think it would never have got to
17    this stage, in a way, if the interview hadn't been such
18    a high-profile interview, if it had led to an interview
19    with somebody else which hadn't had the impact that that
20    extraordinary interview had, and the impact of
21    the interview was all about what Princess Diana said, it
22    wasn't really about Martin at that stage, which may have
23    been why she wanted him to do the interview, so it was
24    all about her and not about the interviewer -- not Oprah
25    or David Frost or whoever.

20 1 Q.  We have the notes of the interview at page 980.  These
2    were your notes, were they?
3 A.  No, they were Tony's notes, because Tony always used
4    this very large font and he was the only one who ever
5    used this large font and that's how I know they're
6    Tony's notes.
7 Q.  Clearly I'm going to have to ask him about them, but it
8    seems from these notes that you did go back to the
9    beginning with him.  I mean, you didn't sort of plunge
10    into the middle and end of the story, saying, "We know
11    you've done this.  We know you've shown them to
12    Earl Spencer.  We just want to know why you did it".
13    Can you remember how long this meeting lasted?
14 A.  An hour and a half, I should think.
15 Q.  So it was a fairly detailed meeting going back through
16    the whole history?
17 A.  Well, we asked him to tell his story, and Tony has got
18    a note of what he said.  That was the story.  You know,



19    he starts -- we asked Martin to tell his side of
20    the story, and that's what he said.  Those were his
21    notes.
22 Q.  We get, for example --
23 A.  We had his word then -- they were doing the
24    investigation on and off from doing other programmes.
25    He came back.  He was just doing this on the side,

21 1    really, on top of other things, and it was Steve Hewlett
2    who said, "Well, go for her, go on.  Let's see if we can
3    get an interview".
4 Q.  You're looking at paragraph 7 of these notes.
5 A.  Sure.
6 Q.  Paragraph 6 records that Bashir said:
7        "In a second meeting with Spencer, Alan Waller's
8    name came up."
9        Just like that, it seems.  It's slightly odd.
10    I realise this is a summary of what was said:
11        "Spencer said, 'I want to show you something' ..."
12 A.  Yes, I mean, the difference of opinion, as I understand
13    it now -- and that's only with the benefit of hindsight
14    and what Earl Spencer had said; we didn't know this at
15    the time -- is Martin is saying Earl Spencer showed him
16    the bank statement and Martin is -- and Martin is saying
17    he showed it to him -- sorry, Martin is saying
18    Earl Spencer showed it to him.  Earl Spencer said he
19    never showed him anything of the sort.
20 Q.  But of course, by this time, you knew that he had?
21 A.  Yes.
22 Q.  You knew that this was untrue?
23 A.  We didn't know -- we know he'd showed it to -- no,
24    "I want to show you something" were the details, not the
25    actual -- the forged statement was shown to him

22 1    afterwards and had more detail in it.
2 Q.  Okay.  Paragraph 10 says:
3        "That evening [the evening of the third meeting] the
4    Princess of Wales bleeped Martin and said thank you.
5    The relationship is established."
6 A.  Yes.
7 Q. That's what he told you and, as I say, as I've said



8    already, if you'd asked Spencer -- Earl Spencer -- for
9    his side of the story, you would have got a very
10    different picture.  But you say, well, you never really
11    thought it was necessary to contact Earl Spencer, and,
12    really, although you were getting all this detailed
13    story from him -- have I misunderstood the thrust of
14    what you are saying? -- really, by now, what you are
15    really interested in was an explanation for why he'd
16    done it rather than the whole history as to how you got
17    this far?
18 A.  Yes, that is correct.
19 Q.  You weren't really interested in -- why were you letting
20    him tell you in detail about the whole history, if --
21 A.  Well, because you often say at the beginning of an
22    interview to someone, you know, start off by saying,
23    "You tell your side of the story", and that's what he
24    was doing.  He was giving, you know, his account.
25    I think it wasn't an enquiry, in the sense in which you

23 1    are conducting one, Lord Dyson.  It wasn't.  You know,
2    we had big jobs, we had lots of other things going on in
3    our lives.  I was asked to go and sort it out, and
4    that's what I did, and produced a report saying, "This
5    is what I think we should do.  This is the way forward.
6    This is where we go on from here".  So I wasn't
7    conducting a forensic enquiry.  I didn't have legal
8    advice at that point.  We didn't have -- you know,
9    I didn't -- we didn't even have PAs doing things.  We
10    were doing all this along -- we were doing big jobs, you
11    know, with an awful lot going on in our lives.  Don't
12    forget, this was a programme that had gone out four
13    months previously.  We had programmes that were going
14    out tomorrow, the next day, a lot of programmes, all of
15    which needed very careful scrutiny, editorial scrutiny.
16    This was about something in the past for us.
17 Q.  Well, was it?  I mean, here the Mail on Sunday were
18    making these very serious allegations about an interview
19    which was as high profile as they come, and you are
20    giving me the impression that this was really a fairly
21    incidental, almost unimportant, thing you were engaged
22    on?
23 A.  No, it wasn't unimportant.  It was one of many things we



24    were engaged on.  I'm not saying it was unimportant.
25    I'm saying there were many things we were engaged on.

24 1    And, don't forget, The Mail -- The Mail was constantly
2    bashing at the BBC, constantly.  This was one of many --
3    you know, we have had all sorts of challenges and so on.
4    So that's what you put up with.  In BBC journalism,
5    you're used to it.  It's par for the course, you know.
6 Q.  You say The Mail was always bashing the BBC.  There's
7    a cutting which is not in your bundle and you're
8    probably not sorry it isn't in your bundle, but let me
9    just tell you.  This is from the Independent, and it is
10    also 8 April, so just a few days before your meeting.
11 A.  Yes.
12 Q.  This is headed "BBC quizzed Diana over Bashir 'fake'",
13    and it refers to the inquiry -- I think it refers to the
14    inquiry that was conducted in December which says -- it
15    says:
16        "This formed the basis of the internal inquiry
17    [the December inquiry] in which Mr Bashir was cleared."
18        So that's talking about the earlier one.  But it is
19    very much talking about this story, and it says:
20        "A BBC spokesman said last night [that is to say on
21    7 April] that an inquiry had been held 'two to three
22    months ago' into whether the documents had been used to
23    secure an interview with the Princess.  This inquiry,
24    said the spokesman, 'culminated in an assurance from
25    Princess Diana that she had never seen these

25 1    documents'."
2        We know about that:
3        "The inquiry, said the spokesman, had cleared
4    Mr Bashir."
5        Then a bit later on:
6        "Asked if Mr Bashir had shown the faked documents to
7    Earl Spencer during the preparations for the programme
8    on the Royal Family, the spokesman said: 'I don't know.
9    All I know for certain is that they weren't used to
10    secure an interview with Diana'."
11        So, first of all, it wasn't just the Mail on Sunday.
12    This story was very much alive and kicking at the time



13    of your interview, and you accept that, obviously?
14 A.  Of course.  It's in the timeline as well of all the --
15    and in the press logs, all the other enquiries from
16    other newspapers.  Of course.
17 Q.  Yes.  And there was this question being asked whether
18    the documents had been shown to Earl Spencer, and of
19    course we know that the BBC was made aware on 23 March,
20    some two weeks earlier than this press spokesman said
21    that he didn't know whether it had been shown -- they
22    had been shown to Earl Spencer, so he personally may not
23    have known, but, I mean, the BBC corporately did know.
24    So the point I'm putting to you is that, of course
25    I understand that the BBC -- you and Lord Hall and

26 1    everybody else -- were very busy with all sorts of
2    things, but this was, I suggest to you, a very important
3    thing going on, because, far from going away, which it
4    had been hoped would happen after the December letter
5    from Princess Diana, the story was coming back with
6    a vengeance, I suggest to you?
7 A.  Of course I agree with that.  The story was coming back
8    with a vengeance, and I'm not denying that for one
9    moment.
10 Q.  So it was really important to deal with it and you were
11    taking it seriously, you say?
12 A.  Very seriously.  I mean, it's quite unusual, you know,
13    for the head of news and current affairs and the acting
14    head of the department in question to sit and
15    cross-examine a reporter.  I mean, you know, it wouldn't
16    happen normally.  It would be dealt with by the editor.
17    I mean, all those sort of things were dealt with by
18    editors, normally.  They were the line managers.  So of
19    course it was being taken -- and also Tony was going to
20    report to the board of governors and the
21    director-general.  I'm not saying it wasn't taken
22    seriously.  I'm saying the focus, my focus, was on why
23    he'd done it rather than going through a timeline, as we
24    have done now, to sort out exactly who said what to whom
25    when.  It wasn't that sort of enquiry, and I didn't

27 1    consider it to be that sort of enquiry.



2 Q.  I have to put to you -- you will have seen Tom Mangold's
3    article in the Times of November last year?  I expect
4    you have views about that article.  It is written, shall
5    we say, in really striking terms.  What do you say about
6    his accusation that it was the cosiest formal interview
7    of his life, of Bashir's life?
8 A.  One wasn't too pleased at that description, as you can
9    imagine.  It wasn't a cosy interview.  It was not
10    comfortable.  It is not comfortable for someone to be
11    called in for their two bosses to cross-examine them.
12    What was comfortable about it?  We wanted to find out
13    what was going on.  I think the word "formal" can be
14    misleading.  A lot of things have changed in the last
15    25 years.  I've done a lot of formal interviews, both in
16    my role at the BBC and also when I was working for the
17    church, and I know that you don't do it without HR, you
18    don't go through -- I know what the law is now, you go
19    through all the disciplinary processes.  It was not
20    a formal interview in that sense.  Otherwise, we would
21    have had to have lots of stages and HR would have been
22    present.  It was Tony and I, as journalists, trying to
23    find out what was behind where he'd been at.  So it
24    wasn't a formal interview.
25        Again, it wasn't an enquiry.  "Enquiry" has taken on

28 1    a different meaning in the last 25 years.  There are
2    enquiries going on at the moment on all sorts of issues,
3    including this one, of course.  But those enquiries
4    didn't happen then.  It was really Royal Commission or
5    nothing in those days, wasn't it?
6 Q.  You're probably right.
7 A.  We were investigating.  I think I'd be happier with that
8   word than "enquiry".  It wasn't -- there was nothing
9    cosy about it.  And Tom wasn't there, so I don't know
10    why he thought it was cosy, because he wasn't there, as
11    far as I know.
12 Q.  No.  I don't think he suggests that he was.  I think
13    he -- anyway, you have given your answer to that
14    question.  I just thought it was right that I put it to
15    you for your comment.
16 A.  Of course.
17 Q.  Just coming back to the note of the meeting, page 980:



18        "Martin gave a lucid and detailed account of
19    the events leading up to the interview ..."
20        Well, it's detailed.  Did you consider it to be
21    lucid?
22 A.  Yes.  Part of what lies behind all this is that Martin
23    is lucid, he's -- you know, he's got charm and he
24    presented it -- you know, he goes through it in a very
25    serious way.  That's his manner.  You know, whether

29 1    "lucid" was quite the adjective -- I'm just grasping for
2    what a better one would have been and I can't think of
3    one off the top of my head.  "Plausible" has
4    a pejorative tone to it, but you see where I'm getting
5    at.
6 Q.  Yes, okay.  Were you aware -- I think you probably
7    weren't, but let me just check.  You said you hadn't
8    seen the letter that Suter wrote, although, to be fair,
9    I should be fair to you and say that that letter of
10    4 April was not actually sent.
11 A.  I know.

30 15 Q.  I shall have to ask Lord Hall about that because it was
16    a joint effort, I understand, that letter, and maybe he
17    knows why it wasn't sent.  But it does refer to a breach
18    of the guidelines, and I think you accept that, on any
19    view, even taking what Bashir said at face value, there
20    was a breach of the guidelines?
21 A. Yes.  I've thought a lot about the guidelines, because,
22    of course, when I became chief political advisor, which
23    I was for the last seven years, the guidelines were very
24    much part of my responsibility and the guidelines have
25    gone through different iterations.  The copy I have here

31 1    is almost certainly not the current copy, because
2    I left, what, 20 years ago, but it is the copy I was
3    involved with, and there was a very good note, as
4    a result of this, written about computer graphics.  We
5    can come back to that, if you want to ask me about it.
6        In terms of the main guideline about straight and
7    fair dealing, no, of course it wasn't.  It wasn't.  But



8    you shouldn't need a guideline to tell you that.  You're
9    a BBC journalist, you don't go around telling fibs.
10    Apart from anything else, you'll always get caught.
11 Q.  I don't think we need to look at the subsequent
12    guidelines which talked specifically about computer
13    graphics and so on, because the guidelines that were in
14    force at the time were the 1993 guidelines and the only
15    relevant one is the straight and fair dealing guideline?
16 A.  Yes.  It is a pity there wasn't one, because if there
17    had been, it would have been a bit clearer what you can
18    and cannot do.
19 Q.  There is nothing unfair about "straight and fair
20    dealing".  This was not a borderline case, was it?
21 A.  No.
22 Q.  So I don't think we need to worry about lack of
23    precision or detail in the guidelines.  On any view,
24    there was a breach of the guidelines, and you accepted
25    that at the time, and it's clearly correct.

32 1        You have said to me several times now that, as far
2    as you were concerned, the main reason for this meeting
3    was to get an explanation from Bashir as to why he did
4    this.
5 A.  Yes.
6 Q.  You never got that explanation?
7 A.  No.  Our conclusion was, you know, "I don't think it is
8    a very big deal".  He was out of his depth.  Here I've
9    noticed this bit, he said other people -- Mark Killick
10    always produced "a brilliant folder of research.  I was
11    trying to get together a pile of evidence to present to
12    Steve [the editor].  I was trying to do something
13    I wasn't very good at".  Well, I don't think Martin had
14    a forensic mind and I think he was completely out of his
15    depth, he was just being stupid.
16 Q.  Where have you just been reading from?
17 A.  If you look at -- I'm just trying to help you with the
18    pages, but it's not paginated.  Under point 13, there
19    are some bullet points, and I'm going down -- well, four
20    and five.
21 MR SMITH:  It is page 982, Lord Dyson.
22 LORD DYSON:  I have the page, yes, I'm looking at the bullet
23    points.  Which one were you actually referring to?



24    I see, "I was trying to do something I wasn't very good
25    at".

33 1 A.  Yes, "... it was just one of those things".  "I didn't
2    think it was a big deal".
3        If I can go back a tiny bit, I wasn't suggesting we
4    needed detailed guidelines to say that it was a breach
5    of ethics.  But I do think that if there'd been
6    a guideline about graphics, he wouldn't have been able
7    to say it wasn't a very big deal, and I regret that, and
8    that was one of my recommendations, a specific one on
9    graphics, because, you know, I agree with you of course
10    that, you know, you don't go around making things up,
11    but I think, if it had been a bit more specific that you
12    don't make things up on paper in graphics, that would
13    have stopped it happening, maybe.
14 Q.  But at all events, you didn't agree that -- in your
15    view, it was a big deal; it was a serious breach of
16    the guidelines?
17 A.  Yes.
18 Q.  These notes were to form the basis of Tony Hall's report
19    to the director-general.
20 A.  Yes.
21 Q.  I now understand why the language in his report so
22    closely mirrors the language here, because the two
23    documents were penned by the same person?
24 A.  Yes, and it was a copy and paste, wasn't it, to some
25    extent?

34 1 Q.  Yes, it was.  

46 19 Q.  Just to go back to your interview with Martin Bashir for
20    a moment, did it trouble you that you really didn't get
21    an explanation from him as to why he'd done it?
22 A.  "Trouble me" is not quite right.  I just thought he was
23    flailing around.  People do stupid things.  It was all
24    done on the spur of the moment, all this ridiculous
25    drama about Heathrow, as if that had anything to do with



47 1    anything.  It's all built up like some great spy story.
2    I just think he was failing around.  I don't think he
3    did it -- see, the real link is whether that document,
4    mocked up for whatever reason, really played a part in
5    her decision to give the interview, and, for me, that
6    link isn't there.  That link is quite tenuous.  The link
7    is to the introduction.  But she could have been
8    introduced and had phone conversations with him and
9    never agreed to give an interview, and I think, one of
10    the things that's troubled me a bit is, there were only
11    two women in this story, the princess and me, and the
12    assumption all along is we were a bit naive, a bit
13    stupid, taken in.  I don't think she was taken in.
14    I think she knew exactly what she was doing.

48 14 Q.  You've never really -- I've got to put it.  I have
15    probably covered this already, but I will just cover it
16    for the last time.  You never really bottomed out that
17    question of, how key a part did those documents play in
18    effecting the introduction that Charles Spencer says he
19    made of Bashir to Diana?  That's the question.  I'm just
20    suggesting to you that your investigations didn't really
21    go anywhere near enabling you to form a conclusion about
22    the answer to that question?
23 A.  I think you're right, Lord Dyson, but I would say, in my
24    defence, that I was never asked to do that.  What I was
25    asked to do was go and sort out the situation, to find

49 1    out why Martin did it, not what he'd done, because we
2    knew what he'd done, but why he'd done it.  I wasn't
3    asked to answer the question you have just posed.
4 Q.  So you say you were not asked to consider what part
5    those documents played in leading to that interview?
6 A.  No, I wasn't.  I was asked why he'd done it.  You're
7    quite right, we never got a very satisfactory answer,
8    though my answer would be that he was stupid and
9    flailing around.  No, I wasn't asked.  It wasn't
10    a formal legal enquiry.  It would have been conducted
11    very differently if it had been even a quasi legal
12    enquiry, and it wasn't.  It was never purporting to be



13    that.  I was asked to go and sort things out.  And
14    I made those recommendations at the end, which I stand
15    by, because I think they were quite sensible, but
16    they -- but it wasn't a legal enquiry.  The lawyers were
17    not involved. You know, we didn't do anything -- apart
18    from the timeframe, we didn't do the piecing together.
19    I had no reason to speak -- I mean, with the benefit of
20    hindsight now, 25 years later, you're right, saying, oh,
21    yes, why on earth didn't she go off and talk to
22    Lord Spencer?  I had no reason to do so at the time.  He
23    had said nothing.  I think, for us, context matters.  It
24    doesn't excuse his breach of ethics, which was clearly
25    there.  But the context was: she gave the interview

50 1    freely, and we had her written evidence for that; she
2    didn't complain about it afterwards -- in fact, she
3    continued, as far as I can see, a relationship, talking
4    and chatting to Martin Bashir, and it was never shown on
5    air and it would never have got to being on air.  Our
6    ethics are about programmes and what gets on air.
7    That's always the overriding factor in making judgments,
8    and it would never have got on air, that forged
9    document.
10 Q.  The document that you have got in your bundle there,
11    starting at 1001f, is the report for the
12    director-general.
13 A.  Yes.
14 Q.  You've seen that, and you see that it follows very
15    closely the document that we have been looking at, which
16    is not surprising, since that was drafted by Tony Hall
17    as well.
18        On page 1001j, he is talking about "I have talked to
19    Martin ... I am satisfied of the following points".
20    Next bullet point:
21        "I have talked to Martin at length about his reasons
22    for compiling the graphic:
23        "- he has none, other than he wasn't thinking."
24        Pausing there, that reflects how you saw it?
25 A.  Yes.

51 1 Q.  Then he says, next one:



2        "I believe he is, even with his lapse, honest and an
3    honourable man.  He is contrite."
4        Did you see this document before it was --
5 A.  No, I wouldn't have been party to a personal memo to the
6    director-general from Tony Hall, no.
7 Q.  Do you agree with that?
8 A.  Well, I agree that he was contrite.  I mean, he was --
9    you know, he really was very sorry, because this guy saw
10    everything falling away because of a stupid mistake he'd
11    made.  He'd done this amazing interview and then
12    suddenly, four months later, his world was falling apart
13    because of this stupid thing he'd done about the made-up
14    bank statement.
15        "Honest" and "honourable" ...? Hmm.  I think I might
16    have toned that down a fraction.
17 Q.  That little gesture has to be translated into language
18    because the transcriber can't reflect that little
19    gesture in the text.
20 A.  I might have been more judicious, Lord Dyson, in my
21    choice of language.
22 Q.  Let's be blunt: he wasn't honest, was he?
23 A.  No, not all the time.  Not all the time.  I mean, you
24    know, we don't have -- let's be careful before we make
25    these grand -- I'm not saying that you would, but, you

52 1    know, I would make a grand moral judgment.  We are not
2    all divided into honest and dishonest people.  I mean,
3    some people are congenitally dishonest, like criminals
4    and so on, but very few of us who would regard ourselves
5    as being honest have never actually told a fib.  Have
6    you never not told a fib or elided something or shutting
7    up about something?  So I don't think he was a
8    congenital liar.  I think he was just silly.
9 Q.  Well, he was more than silly.  I mean, silly --
10 A.  Okay, that he was very unwise and made a very foolish
11    mistake, which he is paying a very, very heavy price
12    for.





16 Q.  That was a statement -- I want to be absolutely clear
17    about this, Ms Sloman.  Are you saying that a conscious
18    decision was taken not to ask Earl Spencer for his
19    comments because of what he'd said -- because he'd said
20    he wasn't prepared to talk to the press?
21 A.  No, I think a conscious decision is making it look as if
22    there was some sort of plot not to talk to him.  It just
23    didn't seem necessary to me to talk to him because I was
24    looking internally at what had gone on.  I was looking
25    internally.  Like Tim, I believed Martin, as you know,

13 1    when we -- we will come on to the 17 April interview,
2    but I don't see -- Charles Spencer was not figured --
3    all the things he said in the last few months he had not
4    said at the time.  We had no way of knowing he had
5    played this major role, as he thinks, in achieving the
6    interview for Martin.  We had no way of knowing that.
7    He had kept very quiet, and one of the first points in
8    my summary is, I said I don't think there's any future
9    in this unless he speaks, and he showed no inclination
10    to speak.
11 Q.  Well, he wasn't prepared to speak to the press because,
12    I don't know whether you know this, but the Mail on
13    Sunday had been on to him in late March, saying there
14    were all these rumours flying around and forgeries
15    having been shown to him, et cetera, was he prepared to
16    comment, and he -- this is all documented, it is clearly
17    the case -- decided he was not prepared to speak to the
18    press and he had a very bad relationship with the press.
19 A.  Yes.
20 Q.  So he wasn't prepared.  And he told me that he wasn't
21    prepared to speak to the press, but it certainly didn't
22    follow that he would not be prepared to speak to the
23    BBC.
24 A.  He never felt the need to contact us.  After all, there
25    was a gap, wasn't there, between the interview being

14 1    announced and it going out, in which all sorts of things
2    were swirling around.  He never said anything at that
3    point.  So maybe I should have spoken to him but, at the
4    time, it just didn't seem necessary.  It wasn't















19 A.  These are absolutely not my words.  Can I tell you the
20    thing which might be helpful is, Paul Donovan, who
21    I think is the person who instigated this piece, wrote
22    I think it is a Radio Waves column which is in this pack
23    somewhere, saying, "Why haven't they covered this?"
24    When I had read that, and also read this press office
25    log, my thought was that, if, as Paul Donovan was

68 1    suggesting, there was some edict that says, "You will
2    not publish this", that that's an excuse for BBC's
3    journalist to absolutely run the story.  There is
4    a really clear line, and I have been on the damaging end
5    of this many, many times personally whereby the BBC
6    editors and correspondents, but programme editors, will
7    decide what stories they run of the BBC, and, no matter
8    what any person at the middle or top end of
9    the organisation might say, they will do that.
10        So I really think that, even though this had been in
11    the newspapers, the decisions whether to cover it or not
12    would have been at a programme maker's level and, in my
13    experience, programme makers show every desire to show
14    their strength by having a go at the BBC and running
15    stories if they think it is worth it.  So it really
16    would have been at that sort of programme level.
17        Programme makers exercise that right, and, if you
18    ask, you know, my judgment, I think they often do it too
19    much and with too much volume, but they do it and it is
20    right that there is a separation between what the
21    management think and what they are allowed to do.
22    I think you've got to be able to report on yourself
23    without fear.
24 Q.  Thank you.  I think you're referring to the piece
25    written by Paul Donovan in The Sunday Times on 28 April,

69 1    which we have at page 1004.
2 A.  That's it.  That's right, the Radio Waves piece.
3 Q.  You say in the bottom of the middle column:
4        "... the reaction could not have been more
5    different.  No BBC radio (or television) programme has
6    covered the Bashir saga, or even alluded to it in any
7    way whatsoever.  It has not made a single news bulletin





10    Sunday Times --
11 A.  Yes, I've seen it.
12 Q.  -- at page 1004.  What he says, if I can just remind
13    you, he says that there was an exchange with the news
14    people:
15        "If anyone asks about Bashir, the official line is:
16    'It's not interesting'."
17        And then:
18        "Last week [he said], the BBC issued this statement
19    to Radio Waves.  'The BBC is proud of its track record
20    in reporting issues ... Sometimes judgments are
21    difficult.  On this occasion, allegations of
22    a potentially defamatory nature ... were made by
23    a newspaper.  After careful consideration we decided the
24    story was not sufficiently newsworthy.'"
25        Paul Donovan says he is unhappy with that line.

63
1 A.  Yes.
2 Q.  Can you comment on this, please?
3 A.  Yes, I can.  I firstly say this is a difficult issue for
4    any media organisation.  I go so far as to say, I doubt
5    there is a media organisation in the world that has
6    reported on its own affairs, often very difficult and
7    sensitive affairs, to the extent that the BBC has, and
8    if my mother were alive, I'd be happy to parade her as
9    evidence about how the BBC covered my time as deputy
10    director-general and director-general because I was
11    subject to its coverage over and over again.
12        But there is no sense in which there would have been
13    any diktat at the centre of the BBC, if that is what you
14    are fearful of, saying, "You can't cover this story",
15    but it is a highly decentralised organisation.  They
16    don't get diktats from the centre.  Day by day, sequence
17    editors and television and news have to make editorial
18    decisions and deploy their resources.
19        I can see from their point of view that -- I have no
20    idea whether it was covered by the BBC at the time.
21    I simply don't remember.  And it may not be true that it
22    wasn't covered by the BBC.  But, plainly, there comes
23    a point where -- and we have seen it in the period up to
24    this inquiry, where allegations are made against
25    Martin Bashir, and I don't actually even recall the






